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Franklin Wants A Pet
Franklin fans of all ages will be delighted to find these four favorite Franklin stories together in
one volume in this Franklin Treasury. The complete text and illustrations of Franklin Is Lost,
Franklin Wants a Pet, Franklin's Blanket and Franklin and the Tooth Fairy have been combined
in a beautiful hardcover edition that is sure to become a valued addition to any family or school
library.
Franklin's bedroom is so messy he cannot find his homemade toy sword so he can play
knights in armor with his friends.
Help students in grades PK–K make connections and reinforce learning while keeping the
classroom manageable using Giant Book of Preschool Activities. This 304-page book provides
practice for the skills and functions needed for early childhood development. With more than
26 themes and 500 activities, this book makes it practically impossible to run out of ideas for
teaching social, motor, memory, and auditory skills. The book includes ideas for movement,
rhyming, circles, counting, games, and centers and comes with reproducibles, literature
selections, Web site suggestions, and an index of activities by skill. This book supports NAEYC
standards and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
The performance tasks in this book are linked directly to instructional strategies and include
holistic rubrics, analytic rubrics, and assessment lists. They can be photocopied and distributed
to your students.
In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin celebrates Thanksgiving with friends and family!
Creative Themes for Every Day is the perfect compilation of self-directed, hands-on
educational resources that reinforce all aspects of classroom learning. Aligning to NAEYC
program standards, this book focuses on movement, art, cognitive skills, and dramatic play
that will help build a strong foundation for kindergarten and beyond. Its 160 pages include
hundreds of hands-on activities and themed learning experiences for school and home.

When Franklin keeps picking the games without listening to his friends' suggestions,
they decide to play without him.
Franklin the turtle cannot decide what to donate to the annual Christmas toy drive, but
with some inspiration from his Great Aunt Harriet, he finally comes up with the perfect
gift.
When Franklin loses the valentines he has made for his friends, he is heartbroken and
worries that they won't want to give him any cards, but Franklin soon learns that he has
very good friends.
Franklin Wants a Pet In this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin can count forwards
and backwards. He can zip zippers and button buttons. He can slide down a riverbank
by himself. He can even sleep alone in his small, dark shell. And ever since he was
small, he really wanted a pet. Franklin’s Blanket In this Franklin Classic Storybook, our
hero can’t go to sleep without his favorite blue blanket. One night he can’t find his
tattered old blanket and must try to get along without it. Franklin’s School Play In this
Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin has been chosen to play the Nutcracker Prince in
his class’s production. But will he be too nervous to say his lines when the big night
arrives? This fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design and layout of the original
print book, features read-along narration by the author as well as music and sound
effects.
Franklin finds a camera in the park, and uses its film to take pictures of his friends, but
then he thinks he should try to find its owner.
When Mr. Owl asks Franklin to be Moose's buddy at school, Franklin is afraid of
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Moose's large size and Moose is unsure of his new environment, but the two find they
have a lot in common.
Follow the adventures of Franklin the turtle as he learns about life in this collection of
ten picture books from the timeless children’s series. Since 1986, readers everywhere
have cherished Paulette Bourgeois’s classic tales about a little turtle named Franklin.
Filled with lessons about facing your fears and growing up, Franklin’s adventures are
the perfect bedtime stories for kids who need a little help coming out of their shells. In
this endearing collection of ten illustrated books, Franklin conquers challenges, like
being nervous on the first day of school and learning new things, with caring and
kindness—as well as a little help from his family and friends. This ebook includes
Franklin Goes to School, Franklin and the Thunderstorm, Franklin’s Halloween,
Franklin Has a Sleepover, Franklin’s Bad Day, Franklin Says I Love You, Franklin
Wants a Pet, Franklin Is Bossy, Franklin’s New Friend, and Franklin Rides a Bike. This
fixed-layout ebook, which preserves the design and layout of the original print book,
features read-along narration.
It comes with book and CD.
For a school project, Franklin is asked to draw a picture of what he likes best about his
neighborhood.
Franklin the turtle wants a pet and when his parents finally agree, they are surprised at
the pet that Franklin chooses.
Franklin, eager to meet his baby sister, tries to make spring come more quickly, yet
nature can't be rushed and so Franklin realizes that he just has to learn to be patient.
??????·??????????,??????????????????????????????????????????.??????????????,?
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With his new pencil case packed with a ruler, eraser and 12 colored pencils,
Franklin is ready for his first day of school --- until it's time to board the bus. In
this Franklin Classic Storybook, Franklin faces the excitement and fear of starting
school.
In order to match his friends' boasts, Franklin the turtle claims that he can
swallow seventy-six flies in the blink of an eye, but then he has to prove it.
Looks at four key analytic processes that aid decision making.
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the Duck in arguing about who will
perform what duty in preparing their pumpkin soup, and they almost lose the
Duck's friendship when he decides to leave them.
"This volume broadens animal liberation dialogues by offering the arguments,
challenges, inspiration and narratives of grassroots activists. The essays show
what animal advocacy looks like from a collective of individuals living in and
around Minnesota's Twin Cities; the essayists, however, write of issues, both
personal and political, that resound on a global scale"--Provided by publisher.
Franklin and his friends love to play soccer, even if they never succeed in scoring
a goal, but when they learn to work together, their playing improves.
Activity-packed resource uses 12 popular Franklin books to explore topics of real
importance to kids, such as starting school, making new friends and handling
emotions. Includes a profile of Franklin author Paulette Bourgeois, reproducibles
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and related literature links.
A turtle afraid of small dark places, and therefore of crawling into his shell, asks a
variety of animals for advice, only to find out that each has a fear of its own.
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